
 LEG�DARY
WEDDINGS



ROMANTIC STORIES
FOR OVER 100 YEARS

Sofitel Legend Casco Viejo 
combines the history of an 
iconic building with luxury and 
modernity!

Where past and present meet: An iconic building, with 
more than 100 years of history awakens to host 
unforgettable events.

A wedding in Casco Viejo is a celebration of Panamanian 
tradition.  The planning of your wedding will be a unique 
experience! Either a small intimate ceremony or a lavish 
and extravagant party, every detail counts to make this 
event a one to remember.



From the moment you step in, you are already part of a story that 
transcends through time and that is still unwritten.

Sophisticated marble flooring, bespoke woodwork, and rounded 
lamps make Carnaval the perfect blank canvas for your event.

Located on the main level. Access from both the lobby and The 
Plaza and an incomparable view of the Pacific Ocean.
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"An inspiring scene."

Flexible setups

Ideal for up to 200 attendees
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MURGA &
TONADA

A duo of warm and cozy meeting 
rooms for private events. They 
can be adjoined to fit up to 60 
guests.
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You are engaged!  You have decided to 
embark on an adventure and create a 

future as husband and wife.

Now you have the beautiful task to plan 
the night were you will toast to your love.

A wedding is the most romantic and 
special event for Sofitel Legend Casco 

Viejo.  It is our purpose to create 
memories with every single detail we 

graciously cater for you and your guests 
in order to create an experience you´ll 

never forget.
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WEDDING





The magic behind a flawless event comes from a 
group of artists that create art in the form of 

special, exclusive and tailor-made service.

It is our true pleasure to assist you during your 
wedding planning.

 

 

 
 

“We encourage our 
ambassadors to think 
out of the ordinary.”



CELEBRATION





 

 

Menu tasting for the happy couple 
plus four guests.

Honeymoon suite for the couple.

Breakfast in the comfort of your 
suite on your first morning as 
husband and wife with a bottle of 
champagne.

Two luxury rooms for the couple´s 
parents.

Special room rate for your guests.

Let´s celebrate your amour 
with a distinctive Sofitel 
Legend Casco Viejo touch.  
The bride and groom will 
enjoy:

$25,000 minimum consumption

WEDDING CELEBRATION



SOFITEL LEGEND CASCO VIEJO
Primera Oeste Street, San Felipe, Casco Viejo, Panama City, Panama

Tel.: +507  302  4300

sofitel.com


